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our clients to get their claims right and
avoid issues later on.
We
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information
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whether they can make a claim, to
get it right, and know what records
they need to keep. Understanding what
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following:
• You can claim a deduction when you:
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■ drive to and from an alternate
workplace for the same employer
on the same day – eg travelling to
different hospitals or medical centres.
• You can claim a deduction for the cost
of buying, hiring, mending or cleaning
certain uniforms that are unique and
distinctive to your job – eg a compulsory
doctor’s uniform – or protective clothing

What you can and can’t claim

that your employer requires you to wear

Each

– eg lab coats or surgical caps.

occupation

has

specific

circumstances which affect what can
and cannot be claimed. Here are some
snippets from some ATO occupation
guides. Remember, regardless of the
occupation you are in, you can only claim
the work-related part of expenses, and you
must meet the three golden rules:
•

You must have spent the money
yourself and not been reimbursed;

•

The claim must be directly related to
earning your income; and

•

You need a record to prove it.
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• You can claim a deduction for travel
expenses if you are required to travel
overnight and don’t attend your usual
work location, eg travelling to a remote
location to work at a clinic, provided the
cost was incurred while carrying out your
work duties. This could include meals,
accommodation and incidental expenses
that you incurred, and your employer has
not provided or reimbursed you.
• You can claim a deduction for selfeducation

expenses

if

your
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relates directly to your current job – eg
continuing professional development to
maintain medical registrations.
• Other expenses you can claim a deduction
for include:
■ professional indemnity insurance
■ medical journal subscriptions and
publications
■ AMA or other medical professional
association membership fees
■ the work-related portion of phone
expenses
■ medical equipment and insurance
for that equipment.

However, you usually cannot claim home
to work travel, and you cannot claim
clothes or shoes that are not uniform
or are not designed to provide you with
sufficient protection from the risk of injury
at your worksite, even if the item is called
‘workwear’ or ‘tradie wear’ by the supplier.
Footnote: Please note that the information here
is a general overview. Taxation is a complicated
matter and you should seek specific advice
from a qualified and experienced professional
suited to your circumstances.
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